Step 1: Find an even piece of ground, stake out your tent and assemble the poles. Be sure the silver antenna poles are pointing towards the silver colored door.

Step 2: Insert the pole end Ball Cap™ Connectors into the tents Jake’s Foot™ attachments. Next connect the hubbed pole set to the back pole by snapping them into the Visor Connector™ located on the non-hubbed pole.

Step 3: Connect the antenna poles to their corresponding Ball Cap™ Connector located over the gray door. Then, working your way around the tent attach the remaining Ultralight Clips™ and H-Clips™ to the tent poles.

Step 4: Locate the black SQ Ring™ on the underside of the rain fly and connect them to the Ball Cap™ Assembly located at the ends of the antenna poles. Then, secure the rain fly to the front bar of the Jake’s Foot™ attachment, stake out the vestibules and admire your new tent.

Package Includes: Tent Body, Rain Fly, 2 Poles, 4 Guy Cords, 7 J-Stakes, 1 Pole Sack & 1 Stake Sack.

In order to familiarize yourself with your new tent, we recommend you “test pitch” it before embarking on your wilderness adventure. For more helpful tips, go to www.sierradesigns.com/tents.html